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The Shutdown

Starting next week I will be rolling
out fifteen policy plans, broken down
into 3 categories, which target rural
needs. These plans will repair and
advance our state! I will detail one
policy each week.

This is ridiculous. There is a bipartisan
bill that would resolve the shutdown.
This bill needs to be put to the floor for
a vote and sent to the White House.
Republicans control the Senate, House
and White House and need to get this
done. People are impacted by this!

The first group of 5 policies improve
the rural labor force. With these
changes our rural workforce will be
very competitive in the state. Rural
communities will become leaders in
workforce development and
support.
The second group supports our
farmers. I am proposing that we
clear obstructions and add support
that will ensure our farmers have the
state backing in their risk-taking
jobs.
The third group of 5 policies will
ensure that our rural economy is not
only maintained but encouraged.

McCormick Farmall Tractors
Yesterday at the House Party for
Angie Craig - I gave her two gifts:
First, my son's drawing from his first
political townhall which was with
Angie. Second, a collectable tractor.
I gave the McCormick Farmall tractor
to Angie because it represents the
long history of strong females making
a difference in this country. It
represents America's history of rural
perseverance and how our state has
always required strong women. The
McCormick family is entangled with
feminism in America.

Anita McCormick upheld many
progressive
values
including
supporting the United Nations and
Women's Suffragist Movement. Ruth
McCormick, a Suffragist, was a US
Congresswoman from Illinois from
1929 to 1931. And Katherine
McCormick, an active Suffragist, was
one of the first women to graduate
from MIT. Katherine used her share
of the McCormick fortune to fund the
development of the first birth control
pill with Margaret Sanger.
On the weekend of the Women's
March anniversary, Laura and I
played a small role celebrating DFL
values by hosting Angie Craig at our
home. Angie is a living role model of
how our society invests in the people
of this country. She is a strong
woman who built herself and who is
now going to help all of us grow.

Some Upcoming Events
Jan 24th – 2018 MN Ag Expo
Jan 27th – Phone Bank Party
Feb 6th – Caucus!
Find your caucus precinct here:
http://caucusfinder.sos.state.mn.us/
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